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Outlook is improving

Improvement in diamond trade

Whereas in June, when we last wrote our Diamond Market Outlook, there were still doubts if 

global diamond trade would improve, recent data paint a far more optimistic picture. Diamond 

trade data have clearly improved in all centres most noticeably in Antwerp, Israel and India. This 

in line with:

- the general improvement in global trade we have experienced also filtering through to a 

niche market like diamonds, 

- only a modest slowing of the Chinese economy and 

- the effects of the Chinese anti-corruption campaign on jewellery demand are fading out

Pick-up in rough diamond trading activity in Antwerp… …while polished diamond trade is still lacking
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• Diamond trade data paint a far more optimistic picture than in June…

• …signalling that trade has turned the corner

• We expect diamond trade to further improve in 2017

• We also expect jewellery demand to improve slightly in 2017…

• …driven by a lower US savings rate…

• …and an improvement in Chinese jewellery demand

• Rough and polished prices will likely rise at a modest pace in 2017

• …reflecting an improvement in end-demand
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Antwerp exports dominated by Hong Kong & China… …exports to China are improving
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Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, ABN AMRO Group Economics Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, ABN AMRO Group Economics

 

Not only have Antwerp diamond exports to China improved and Hong Kong stabilised, exports 

to the US are also bottoming out. Trade data from the two other main trading centres, UAE and 

Israel also show an improvement in diamond trade in both polished and rough diamonds. This 

signals that diamond trade has turned the corner and we expect a further improvement in 2017. 

UAE polished diamond trade improving… …as well as Israel diamond trade
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Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, ABN AMRO Group Economics Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, ABN AMRO Group Economics

Strong improvement in India rough export volumes…  … as well in value
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Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, GJEPC, ABN AMRO Group 
Economics
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India is the main cutting, polishing and manufacturing centre (90%) of diamonds world-wide. 

The diamond trade data for India have shown an improvement as well. It is likely that the factors 

behind the improvement are here to stay. Therefore, we think that diamond trade has turned the 

corner and that 2017 will see further improvements.

A lower savings rate in the US to support demand for jewellery…

The main markets for diamond jewellery are the US, China, India, Japan and Europe. The US is 

by far the largest market for diamond jewellery accounting for 30-40% of the market. 

Demand for jewellery highly depends on households' net worth (the value of households' assets 

minus their liabilities). Home equity, stocks and savings are important components of household 

net worth and the changes in value of these components affect an individual’s financial 

capability to purchase jewellery. Next to this, the outlook for employment and the economy in 

general also plays a role. In the US there is a very clear relationship between net worth and 

jewellery retail sales. An increase in a household net worth fuels demand for jewellery. Demand 

for jewellery in the US has improved over the recent quarters.

US net worth and jewellery retail sales US jewellery sales drive gem diamond imports…

Net worth % of disposable income                  Retail jewellery sales %yoy Jewellery retail sales, % yoy                           Gem diamond imports,% yoy

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, ABN AMRO Group Economics Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, ABN AMRO Group Economics

Going forward we expect jewellery consumption to improve further. Our US economist expects 

the US savings rate to decline modestly. This reflects that the labour market will remain strong

and that house prices will continue to rise at a moderate pace. We expect Mr. Trump’s fiscal 

stimulus to increase US economic growth and to support equity markets. So we expect the main 

sources of net worth to remain supportive. Taken all together, we expect US jewellery sales to 

rise further over time.

…and tentative signs of improvement Chinese jewellery demand

Overall, the trend in Chinese jewellery consumption has been negative for all precious metals. 

Diamond jewellery is mainly set in gold and platinum. Despite the improvement in gold jewellery 

demand in 2015, this demand has weakened again this year in growth terms. However, in 

absolute numbers Q3 2016 Chinese gold jewellery demand was slightly higher compared to Q2. 

Although it is still early days to conclude that Chinese gold jewellery demand has bottomed out, 

there are some tentative signs that the overall outlook is improving. First of all, diamond trade 

data show that Antwerp diamond exports to China are improving. In addition, the Chinese 

economy has been more resilient than investors feared earlier this year. Even though the risks 

of a hard landing of the Chinese economy remain, our China economist thinks that such an 

event is not likely in 2017. He has recently upgraded his growth forecast for 2017 from 6 to 
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6.5% (he expects China’s slowdown to become even more gradual than before). Our China

Outlook for 2017 and 2018 will be released later this week. Against this more constructive 

outlook, we expect the Chinese middle class to grow and diamond jewellery demand to rise 

over time. Moreover, it seems that the effects of the anti-corruption campaign on gold jewellery 

demand are fading out. 

Chinese jewellery consumption is still negative… ...but some tentative signs of improvement

% yoy on yearly data In metric ton (quarterly)

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, ABN AMRO Group Economics Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, ABN AMRO Group Economics

Polished diamond prices are bottoming out…

The overall diamond price index is in the process of bottoming out (see graph below). The price 

decline compared to 2015 is slowing down, but prices are still moving lower. This reflects that 

demand for polished diamonds remains weak. We expect demand for polished diamonds to 

pick up in 2017 driven by an improvement in US and Chinese jewellery demand. The 

improvement in the US economy with a strong labour market and lower fears of a hard landing 

in China should give consumers enough confidence to reduce savings and to spend more on 

luxury products such as jewellery. In addition, the sharp rise in precious metal prices in H1 2016 

has been followed by a considerable decline. Precious metals are an important input cost for 

jewellery. It is likely that the recent decline in precious metal prices will have a dampening effect 

on jewellery prices. This should also stimulate consumers to buy jewellery.

Diamond indices

Diamond Prices Overall Index                                                                 % yoy

Source: Bloomberg, PolishedPrices.com, ABN AMRO Group Economics
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Global diamond mine production to be stable in 2017…

Between 2006 and 2009 global diamond production declined by more than 30%. Since then 

global production has stabilised close to 126 million carats. For 2017 we expect global 

production to remain stable at 2016 levels. However, we think that over time rough diamond 

production will decline on average by 1% per year. Lower ore grade, the depletion of existing 

deposits and the failure to find new deposits will result in lower global mine production. 

Diamond production per country Diamond production per miner

In million carats In million carats

Source: Kimberley Process statistics, ABN AMRO Group Economics Source: Company reports, ABN AMRO Group Economics

Over time, the production of lab-grown diamonds will compensate for the shortage in natural 

diamond mining. However, this will depend on consumer acceptance of lab-grown diamonds in 

jewellery. The disclosure if a diamond is lab-grown, attractive pricing and marketing will play a 

crucial role in the consumer acceptance of lab-grown diamonds. For 2017, these topics will play 

a role in the industry but the production of lab-grown diamonds will unlikely be large enough to 

be a dominant driver for diamond prices on an industry level. 

Quarterly diamond production De Beers Quarterly diamond production Alrosa

In million carats In million carats

Source: Company reports, ABN AMRO Group Economics Source: Company reports, ABN AMRO Group Economics

For 2017, the behaviour of the large diamond mining companies will have a more crucial role in 

the direction of diamond prices. Next to this, the outlook of end-demand will also have a lasting 

impact on rough and polished diamond prices. In the period Q3 2014 and Q2 2016, De Beers 

diamond production declined (see graph above on the left). If we take the sum of the four 

quarters together, production approached the low set in 2012. Q3 2016 production increased by 

close to 5% compared to Q3 2015. De Beers has given a production guidance for 2016 of 26-28 
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million carats. It is likely that Q4 2016 will also see a yoy increase resulting in a further 

bottoming out of production. Meanwhile, Alrosa diamond production has decreased. Alrosa’s 

production guidance for 2016 is 37 million carat. This means that Q4 production will likely be 

around 9.1 million carat which would be yoy increase of 5.5%. Lower production by De Beers 

and Alrosa in 2016 has supported rough diamond prices. Meanwhile, so far this year there has 

been an increase in sales at De Beers sights compared to 2015. This has been possible as the 

inventory overhang has been reduced and the outlook for diamond demand has improved 

somewhat. As a result of lower rough diamond supply and higher rough diamond demand, the 

composite rough diamond index rose in the first half of this year and then stabilised.

Sales at De Beers sights have strongly recovered A further increase is likely if end demand improves

Sales in million US dollar Sales in million US dollar

Source: www.diamonds.net, estimate Source: www.diamonds.net, estimate

…but end demand to drive polished and rough prices slightly higher

The recent years have been dominated by the divergence between rough and polished prices.

We think that we are currently at an important juncture and that price behaviour will more reflect 

end-demand. For a start, the lower availability of credit in the industry has resulted in a change 

in buyer behaviour. Buyers of rough diamonds are more price-sensitive. They will not buy rough 

diamonds at any price anymore as part of their own liquidity is at stake. Moreover, there also 

needs to be an improvement in end-demand. This means that they will only buy rough 

diamonds if there is end-demand or if there is a temporary price discrepancy to arbitrage.  We 

expect a pick-up in global jewellery demand (also set with diamonds) in 2017. As a result, 

polished and rough diamond prices have room to increase at a modest pace. 

A recovery in rough prices… …but more upside depends on direction of polished

Diamond Prices Overall Index                  Composite Rough Diamond Index % yoy

Source: PolishedPrices.com, ABN AMRO Group Economics Source: PolishedPrices.com, ABN AMRO Group Economics
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Find out more about Group Economics at: https://insights.abnamro.nl/en/
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